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Abstract: This research aims to develop a farm management emulation tool that enables agrifood
producers to effectively introduce advanced digital technologies, like intelligent and autonomous
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), in real-world field operations. To that end, we first provide a
critical taxonomy of studies investigating agricultural robotic systems with regard to: (i) the analysis
approach, i.e., simulation, emulation, real-world implementation; (ii) farming operations; and (iii) the
farming type. Our analysis demonstrates that simulation and emulation modelling have been
extensively applied to study advanced agricultural machinery while the majority of the extant
research efforts focuses on harvesting/picking/mowing and fertilizing/spraying activities; most studies
consider a generic agricultural layout. Thereafter, we developed AgROS, an emulation tool based
on the Robot Operating System, which could be used for assessing the efficiency of real-world
robot systems in customized fields. The AgROS allows farmers to select their actual field from a
map layout, import the landscape of the field, add characteristics of the actual agricultural layout
(e.g., trees, static objects), select an agricultural robot from a predefined list of commercial systems,
import the selected UGV into the emulation environment, and test the robot’s performance in a
quasi-real-world environment. AgROS supports farmers in the ex-ante analysis and performance
evaluation of robotized precision farming operations while lays the foundations for realizing “digital
twins” in agriculture.
Keywords: digital agriculture; agricultural robotics; unmanned ground vehicles; robot operating
system; emulation; precision farming

1. Introduction
The range of human- and environment-related risks that are associated with agricultural operations,
along with the elevated demand for food supplies, highlights the need for intensification and
industrialization in agriculture [1]. Agricultural intensification and industrialization are prerequisites
for harnessing agro-ecological and socio-technological processes’ complexity in order to increase
agri-food production [2], while contemporarily reducing the associated ecological footprint [3] (p. 130).
In this regard, technology-enabled agricultural solutions could support farmers in improving
productivity levels while at the same time ensuring safety and sustainability in agricultural
operations [4,5]. In particular, Industry 4.0 in agriculture is considered a financially, environmentally
and technically viable option to tackle agrifood value chain-related challenges by introducing [6,7]:
•

connected equipment and farmers’ interaction with legacy technology;
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automation in agricultural operations; and
scientific assessment methods for real-time monitoring of input requirements and farming outputs.

Intelligent autonomous systems and robotics pose a promising option to respond towards
the constantly growing food demand and the increased resources’ stewardship requirements
in the agricultural sector [8]. The digitalization of agricultural processes and services requires
multi-engineering domains and disciplines [9], thus dictating the adoption of technology-based
intelligent solutions which integrate both software and hardware components. In terms of software
constituents, decision support tools can assist farmers in making evidence-based decisions regarding
agricultural operations to improve productivity and prevent environmental degradation [10].
In particular, the use of information and communication technology can support the bottom-up
transformation of agricultural activities, from monitoring and surveying of plants to tilling, seeding,
watering, fertilizing, weeding and harvesting tasks [11]. To a greater extent, modern information
technology-based systems should create cyber-physical interfaces to demonstrate and communicate
the potential benefits of intelligent machinery, such as unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), to farmers
so as to create facilitating conditions towards the adoption of advanced technology applications
in real-world operations [12]. Notwithstanding the auxiliary role of decision support systems, the
extant literature clearly demonstrates that the majority of such systems are poorly adapted to actual
farmers’ needs; hence, their uptake and use in agriculture is limited [13]. In addition, most information
technology-based agricultural platforms are limited to software applications, thus failing to efficiently
couple cyber applications to physical machinery. Therefore, existing agricultural toolkits inhibit
farmers from apprehending the connections and linkages within and across the physical and cyber
world [14]. However, to effectively transition towards Agriculture 4.0, i.e., agri-activities enabled by
intelligent applications alike Industry 4.0 in manufacturing, it is significant to realize “digital twins”
and understand the implications of advanced agri-technologies at both software and hardware levels.
In particular, applications at a cyber level have to capture multi-physic and multi-scale operational
aspects that mirror the corresponding physical reality [15].
At a software—cyberspace—level, capturing the plethora of parameters pertinent to agricultural
operations, along with the associated sustainability impact thereof, is a complex task requiring
knowledge over local climate, crop varieties and field geomorphological and hydrological
specifications [16]. Extant tools to evaluate the benefits arising from the adoption of intelligent
autonomous systems have limited capabilities. Simulation, a method extensively used to assess a
system’s impact on an operational setting, requires simplified approximations and assumptions to
deliver a realistic idea about an intelligent system’s operational performance and outputs [17]. In this
regard, emulation techniques are devised to imitate, through cyber-physical interfaces, the behaviour
of real-world equivalent systems under alternative pragmatic conditions in real-time [18]. However,
the application of emulation modelling for a regular farmer is challenging, particularly during the
entire life-cycle of a UGV system, due to time, cost, and capability constrains. In addition, integrating
field characteristics and machinery functionality depends on the complexity of the technology-enabled
farming system.
At a hardware—physical space—level, in today’s digitalization era intelligent technological
applications are pertinent to field operations to tackle uncertainty and variability in rural activities
(e.g., soil dynamics and crops’ water requirements), and ultimately enable self-optimized agricultural
supply networks [19]. At a field level, automation in agriculture provides an appealing alternative
to the repeated heavy-duty tasks that are currently being performed by human labour. In this sense,
automation relates to agriculture by means of highly specialized machinery. Despite the progress
in intelligent automated technologies for agricultural environments, further research is needed to
engage farmers into the intelligent systems’ control loop [8]. Digital technologies in the agrifood
sector have only been studied in isolation with a cross-functional analysis. Related research efforts
focus merely on detailed technical aspects of developed robot systems and do not enable farmers to
perform a predictive analysis and ex-ante assessment of agricultural operations efficiency. Therefore,
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farmers cannot become aware of the sustainability benefits that could be derived from the adoption
and implementation of automated systems (e.g., UGVs) and other digital technologies (e.g., sensors) in
farming operations.
Software- or hardware-based digital solutions to promote sustainable intensification in agriculture
should be able to be tested and assessed prior to their actual deployment [2]. Notwithstanding the
intelligent characteristics and technically advanced capabilities of alternative “high-tech” solutions
in agriculture, research should also focus on attributes that enable or hinder the uptake of digital
interventions like farmers’ personality and objectives, education level, skills, learning style and the
scale of the business activities [13].
The aim of this research is to develop an emulation tool that integrates cyber-physical interfaces
to enable farmers make evidence-based decisions about the implementation of alternative intelligent
farming applications via attempting to answer the following research questions:
•

•

Research Question #1: What are the challenges encountered by current decision support
tools for the predictive analysis performance and ex-ante evaluation of digital applications
to farming operations?
Research Question #2: Which characteristics should be included in a farm management
emulation-based tool to enable farmers effectively introduce advanced robotic technologies
in real-world field operations?

In order to address the abovementioned research questions, we applied a multi-method approach
with the aim to provide coherent research output [20], with both academic and practice implications in
agriculture. In particular, to address Research Question #1 we performed an inclusive literature review
and a critical taxonomy of studies providing evidence about technology-enabled agricultural systems
analysed either from a cyber or from a physical application’s perspective. Thereafter, to tackle Research
Question #2 we developed AgROS, an integrated farm management tool for emulating the life-cycle of
agricultural activities in a field’s physical space. AgROS acronym stems from “Agriculture” (“Ag”)
and “ROS—Robot Operating System” (“ROS”). AgROS is based on the Robot Operating System and
could be used for emulating operations of real-world intelligent machinery in customized settings for
the ex-ante system performance assessment to enable real-world transformations.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 sets out the materials and methods
that underpin this research. Section 3 provides a critical taxonomy over robotic technology-enabled
agricultural systems based on the elaborated analysis approach (i.e., simulation, emulation, real-world
implementation), farming operations, and unit of farming activities. A discussion over the analysis
approach is performed to demonstrate associated benefits and shortcomings. Thereafter, the developed
emulation tool is presented in Section 4. AgROS could be used for emulating farming operations
of real-world robot systems along with their operational performance in customized fields. Finally,
conclusions, scientific and practical implications, limitations and recommendations for future research
are discussed in Section 5.
2. Materials and Methods
The scope of this research is to identify the scientific research over software simulation tools and
real-world robotic applications on agricultural environments and develop a tool that encompasses the
merits of both simulation or emulation only focused approaches and field only tests. In this sense,
the two methodological steps that were undertaken to conduct this research are: (i) critical taxonomy
of the extant relevant literature; and (ii) programming and development of the AgROS emulation tool.
2.1. Critical Taxonomy
At a first methodological stage, the object of scrutiny is secondary research. Considering the
aim of this research, the critical taxonomy of the reviewed studies focuses on: (i) the analysis
approach elaborated to assess technology-enabled agricultural systems, i.e., real-world application,
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simulation, emulation; (ii) the farming operations for which the discussed technology-enabled
agricultural system is being evaluated, i.e., monitoring/analysing, harvesting/picking/mowing,
fertilizing/spraying, planting/seeding, watering, weeding, tilling; and (iii) the farming type where the
studied technology-enabled agricultural system is applied, i.e., generic agricultural layout, orchard,
arable field and greenhouse.
In order to ensure scientific integrity, the critical taxonomy of extant studies comprises scientific
articles identified in the Scopus® of Elsevier and Web of Science® of Thomson Reuters databases.
The focus on these databases is attributed to the fact that they record a broad range of peer-reviewed
scientific journals, particularly in the areas of Natural Sciences and Engineering [21].
The following Boolean query was formulated: (“simulation” OR “emulation”) AND (“decision
support systems”) AND (“autonomous vehicles”) AND (“agriculture”). The categories “Article Title,
Abstract, Keywords” were used while the timespan was set from “All years” to “Present”. The reviewed
studies selected to be included in our taxonomy were written in the English language. Pertinent
studies were also examined. By 10 February 2019 we identified 41 studies to be retained for review.
An extensive literature review of autonomous vehicles in agriculture extends the scope of this research.
The first relevant published work is detected in 2009. In addition, a remarkably increasing number
of relevant publications (about 56%) is documented from 2017 onwards, hence highlighting a growing
interest in the field of autonomous intelligent vehicles in agriculture. The distribution of the reviewed
publications per analysis approach, along with the allocation of the studies regarding the analysis
approach used per farming type, is depicted in Figure 1. First of all, 34% of the reviewed publications
report the real-world implementation of autonomous vehicles in field operations. Therefore, the focus of
the current body of literature on physical testing of machinery is evident. Furthermore, around 10%–15%
of the studied works use either simulation or emulation modelling approaches. Approximately 14% of
the reviewed works jointly apply simulation and emulation modelling analysis techniques. Notably,
only four studies apply an integrated analysis approach exploring the cyber-physical interface. Secondly,
regarding the farming type, most of the studies included in our critical taxonomy consider either a
generic agricultural layout (13 articles) or an orchard (11 articles). The generic agricultural layout type
provides a great range of analysis opportunities, with simulation and emulation modelling being greatly
applied possibly owing to the uncontrolled environment of generic fields and the dynamic-changing
conditions that stipulate interesting technical and operational challenges for any tested autonomous
vehicles. On the other hand, the more controlled environments in orchards allow the direct testing of
real-world vehicles due to the lower possibility of unexpected incidents that could lead to equipment
impairment and significant associated costs.
Likewise, the distribution of the reviewed articles per farming operation is illustrated in Figure 2.
In particular, Figure 2 depicts the research approach applied to analyse each farming operation;
a reviewed research article might had applied a particular research analysis approach to multiple
farming operations. Figure 2 clearly demonstrates that monitoring/analysing operations have been
extensively studied in the past (N = 33) from a simulation, emulation, and a real-world application
perspectives. Intelligent vehicles can be easily modified and equipped with multiple sensor devices to
monitor different farming operations. Additionally, simulation and emulation modelling, and real-world
application of intelligent vehicles in harvesting/picking/mowing and fertilizing/spraying activities has
attracted the research interest (N = 13 for both cases) as these farming operations are quite common
in most plantations. However, the extant research with regards to planting/seeding (N = 4), watering
(N = 3), weeding (N = 4), and tilling (N = 4) is rather limited possibly due to the advanced technical
requirements for UGVs.
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2.2. AgROS Development
This research proposes an emulation tool, named AgROS, for the ex-ante assessment of precision
farming activities in near to real-world virtual environments. The tool is developed based on the ROS
platform; ROS, an open source framework created by Willow Garage and Stanford Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory, is considered as a de facto analysis approach and an appropriate tool for analysing “digital
twins” of autonomous robotic systems in the manufacturing industry. The advantages of ROS refer
to the incorporation of multiple compatible libraries combined with third-party hardware support
that contribute to a thorough exploration of a robot system’s functional potential, further providing
opportunities for the application and improvement of vehicle routing and optimization algorithms [22].
AgROS is a wrapper that integrates: (i) the ROS platform; (ii) the Gazebo 3D scenery environment;
(iii) the Open Street Maps tool; and (iv) several 3D models for objects’ representation. Furthermore,
Figure 2. Distribution of the reviewed publications based on the elaborated research analysis
approach per farming operation.
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by introducing a business logic layer AgROS enables the autonomous movement of an intelligent vehicle
in a customizable cyber environment. The AgROS emulation tool enables a range of functionalities
and capabilities to be modelled, including: static agricultural environment field layout/landscape;
dynamic agricultural environment (e.g., cultivation, other on-field activities); intelligent vehicle’s
type (both commercially available and bespoke); vehicle’s equipment (i.e., sensors, actuators);
autonomous environment exploration (i.e., simultaneous localization and mapping—SLAM—planning
and scheduling, navigation); and data processing activities (i.e., image processing, deep learning).
3. Robotic Technology-Enabled Agricultural Systems: Background
In order to assess the benefits emanating from the implementation of robotic technologies to the
agricultural sector, extant research approaches use software simulation modelling, emulation modelling
and/or real-world hardware implementation. Notwithstanding the significant advancements in the
analysis approaches that could benefit farmers and provide academic and practical context, extant
studies mainly focus on the examination of technology solutions per se. In this regard, Table 1 provides
a critical taxonomy of the reviewed studies across three axes, namely: (i) the elaborated analysis
approach; (ii) the investigated farming operation; and (iii) the considered farming type. In the following
sub-sections, we only focus on the elaborated analysis approach as the level of analysis feasible at the
cyber-physical interface is essential for demonstrating expected benefits and thus motivating farmers
to use agricultural robotic systems at customized fields.
Table 1. Critical taxonomy of research studies assessing agricultural robotic systems.
Reference
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[27]
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Table 1. Cont.
Reference
[54]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[58]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[62]
[63]

Analysis Approach 1
1

2

3

ν
ν

ν
ν
ν
ν

ν
ν
ν
ν

ν

ν
ν

Farming Operation 2
4
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν
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5

6

7

8

Farming Type 3
9
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11

12

13

14

ν
ν
ν

ν

ν

ν
ν
ν
ν
ν
ν

ν

1

Analysis Approach Coding Reference: 1. Real-world Implementation; 2. Simulation Modelling; 3. Emulation
Modelling. 2 Farming Operation Coding Reference: 4. Monitoring/Analysing; 5. Harvesting/Picking/Mowing;
6. Fertilizing/Spraying; 7. Planting/Seeding; 8. Watering; 9. Weeding; 10. Tilling. 3 Farming Type Coding Reference:
11. Generic Agricultural Layout; 12. Orchard; 13. Arable; 14. Greenhouse.

3.1. Cyber Space: Simulation and Emulation Modelling
The use of simulation and emulation modelling methods can provide valuable feedback for the
study of real-world agricultural environments. The critical taxonomy revealed that the majority of
scientific studies does not consider real-world systems’ implementation basically due to the capital
cost associated to UGVs, both at the prototype and commercial outdoor vehicles’ level. Furthermore,
the use of simulation and emulation modelling approaches minimizes potential incidents that could
impair the robotic agricultural equipment while multiple experiments and scenarios could be assessed.
Emmi et al. [35] presented a simulation environment with 2D and 3D support for examining the
behaviour of a fleet of agricultural robots. The authors implemented their simulation model based on the
Webots platform while the graphical user interface was composed at the Matlab environment. Habibie
et al. [38] used the ROS simulation tool for navigating a UGV in a 3D orchard field implemented in
Gazebo for mapping fruits in an apple farm. The authors concluded that the experimental environment
provides a good accuracy for precision farming activities. Hameed et al. [41] used 2D and 3D simulation
for implementing path planning algorithms for side-to-side field coverage in agriculture. Their work
revealed that the uncovered area could be minimized in case an appropriate driving angle is chosen
during simulation tests. Wang et al. [62] used the Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio and Matlab for
optimizing path planning activities in 3D agricultural fields.
Except for using dedicated robotic platforms, several studies elaborated path planning software
tools, integrated into simulation and emulation modelling efforts, that could provide guidance to
real-world vehicles [39,40,48]. Finally, several studies utilized 2D simulation methods for path planning
of autonomous vehicles in field operations [24,25,29,50,56,63].
3.2. Physical Space: Real-World Implementation
Outdoor agricultural fields provide a challenging environment for autonomous vehicles due to the
demanding and dynamically changing field conditions (e.g., soil moisture) and agricultural landscape
(e.g., random obstacles). Greenhouses are characterized as structured or semi-structured environments
that provide more stable operating conditions for agricultural robotics. Agricultural vehicles use a
plethora of sensors (e.g., GPS—Global Positioning System; RTK-GNSS—Real-Time Kinematic-Global
Navigation Satellite Systems; LiDAR—Light Detection And Ranging; camera and depth camera;
ultrasonic sensors) and actuators (e.g., robotic arm, agricultural equipment) for safely navigating in
the field, gathering data and information, and performing farming activities. According to their size,
two main categories of vehicles for real-world experimentation are identified: (i) large scale vehicles
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(e.g., custom tractors, four-wheel-driving four-wheel-steering electric vehicles); and (ii) small- and
medium-scale vehicles (e.g., differential steering four-wheel-driving small robots).
Bayar et al. [26] used a UGV navigating in fruit orchards based on data retrieved from a
laser scanner, and wheel and steering encoders. The optimal navigation minimized the total costs,
thus demonstrating the potential for the use of UGVs in agriculture. De Preter et al. [31] described the
development of a harvesting robot tested in a greenhouse for strawberries. The investigated harvesting
robot prototype consisted of an electric vehicle and a robotic arm. Blok et al. [27] tested the Husky
robot using the ROS platform and concluded that the Particle Filter algorithm was more suitable for
ensuring navigation accuracy in most trial applications. De Sousa et al. [32] proposed fuzzy behaviours
for navigating the mini-robot Khepera in an agricultural environment. Demim et al. [33] implemented
a navigation algorithm using odometer and laser data from a Pioneer3-AT UGV. Hansen et al. [43] used
real-world vehicles (i.e., the RobuROC4 platform from Robusoft and a UAS Maxi Joker 3 RC-helicopter)
for weed mapping and targeted weed control. Radcliffe et al. [54] implemented machine vision
algorithms for orchard navigation using a custom UGV equipped with multiple sensors. Field tests
were conducted in a peach orchard and the results demonstrated the potential to guide utility vehicles
in orchards. Reina et al. [55] examined terrain assessment for precision agriculture using the Husky
A200 UGV. The authors conducted experiments in a farm for validating the proposed terrain classifier
and identified terrain classes. Wang et al. [61] tested the robustness of deep learning algorithms in
mango orchard trees using real-world ground vehicles equipped with 2D and depth cameras. Durmus
et al. [34] implemented a custom real-world vehicle and tested it in a greenhouse environment using the
ROS platform. The mobile robot was using a depth camera for mapping the greenhouse environment
and was navigating in the greenhouse by using the generated map. Christiansen et al. [30] created a
point cloud model using a LiDAR sensor (Velodyne) in an unmanned aerial vehicle (DJI Matrice 100)
for mapping an agricultural field in the ROS platform. The aerial vehicle used an RTK-GNSS technique
for navigating in the field. Pierzchała et al. [53] implemented a map of a forest environment using ROS
and a real-world custom ground vehicle. The authors tested the use of a LiDAR sensor for creating a
point cloud of the ground surface and accurately identified the exact position of the trees in the forest.
Large-scale agricultural vehicles, like tractors, have been extensively used in field tests.
For example, Hansen et al. [44] investigated the use of LiDAR in localization techniques for tractor
navigation in a semi-structured orchard environment. Pérez-Ruiz et al. [52] implemented an intelligent
sprayer boom on a tractor for pest control applications. Workshop and field experiments provided
evidence that UGVs can be reliably used in performing a range of precision farming activities.
3.3. Cyber–Physical Interface: Joint Simulation, Emulation and Real-World Implementations
On the one hand, simulation and emulation modelling approaches provide an inexpensive option
for exploring the proof-of-concept of an algorithm or a robotic vehicle. On the other hand, real-world
applications and experimentations with testbeds are necessary for validating a technology-based
solution and demonstrating pragmatic results. Typical emulation tools enable the software code
transfer to real-world prototypes for validating an algorithm’s efficiency during field tests. Shamshiri
et al. [57] proposed the use of open source emulation platforms for performing tedious agricultural
tasks to foster the adoption of agricultural robots. The authors compared the V-REP, Gazebo and
ARGoS emulation tools while referring to a plethora of other similar platforms (e.g., Webots, CARMEN
RNT, CLARAty, Microsoft Robotics Developer Studio, Orca, Orocos, Player, AMOR, Mobotware).
All of the emulation platforms support ROS and C++ programming and the developed programming
code could be used in real-world vehicles. Mancini et al. [51] used aerial and ground sensor-retrieved
data for improving variable rate treatments. The authors used the ROS platform in order to estimate
the volume and state of plants to identify field management zones. Jensen et al. [46] focused on
tractor guidance systems and used ROS to develop the FroboMind software platform and evaluate the
tractor’s performance in precision agriculture tasks. FroboMind was tested in a real-world tractor with
the methodology demonstrating significant reductions in development time and resources required to
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perform field experiments. In addition, Harik and Korsaeth [45] used ROS and a mobile ground vehicle
equipped with sensors in a greenhouse environment. The authors used emulation modelling and
presented experimental results regarding the robot’s autonomous navigation. Han et al. [42] explored
the use of a tractor in a paddy field for auto-guidance. Their emulation environment was programmed
in C++ while the test location was obtained through Google Maps. The emulation environment
was validated by using a real-world tractor platform. Furthermore, in the GRAPE project a fully
equipped (i.e., GPS, IMU, LiDAR) mobile robot was used in vineyards [23]. Emulation experiments
were conducted using the ROS platform prior to the use of a Husky robot on the field. Vasudevan et
al. [60] used the data gathered via real-world robots (both unmanned aerial and ground vehicles) in
order to create a simulation environment and capture specific indices for precision farming activities.
Gan and Lee [37] applied a Husky UGV in a real-world environment after evaluating its performance
and obstacle avoidance algorithms in the Gazebo emulation environment.
Furthermore, a number of studies jointly explored the use of simulation methods in 2D environments
along with real-world implementations on the field [28,36,47,49,58,59]. Typically, in such studies:
the farming plans and the vehicles’ trajectories are firstly being implemented at the 2D environment;
the real-world vehicle uses the algorithms for navigating in the actual field while simultaneously
providing real-time feedback to the algorithm based on the data gathered through sensors.
4. AgROS: An Emulation Tool for Agriculture
The literature review in this research revealed that current analysis tools for robotic systems in
agriculture are not yet at a mature development phase. A plethora of simulation and emulation tools
exists that use: (i) virtual 2D environments for testing path planning algorithms; (ii) 2D images of
the actual field (captured via Google Earth, Open Street Maps, and satellites); and (iii) 3D virtual
agricultural sceneries. Existing approaches can be useful for testing purposes but fail to capture the
dynamic nature of intelligent systems’ operations in real-world fields. On the other hand, the use of
real-world vehicles can bridge this gap by recreating real-world 3D sceneries captured through the
vehicle’s sensors (LiDARs and depth cameras); however; this approach is capital and time intensive for
actual field tests. In this regard, we propose the combined use of simulation and emulation modelling
along with actual field tests.
The proposed AgROS emulation tool takes a step beyond the simple combination of the
above-mentioned approaches and uses the actual landscape of a field from a digital elevation model
(DEM) file retrieved from Open Street Maps. This practice enables a near to real-world emulation
approach as the DEM file includes information regarding the altitude of a field for better simulating a
vehicle’s navigation in an actual setting. Furthermore, farmers can insert static objects and the utilized
UGV in the 3D scenery from a library of models via an automated procedure. The emulation starts after
selecting the appropriate algorithms. Finally, the programming code can be loaded to the real-world
UGV equivalent for field tests.
At this perpetual beta stage of AgROS development, capturing soil sciences related parameters
(e.g., wet/dry soil conditions, sand/clay composition) and developing respective modules extends the
research focus and the tool’s portfolio of functionalities. In addition, AgROS intends to support the
operational analysis of UGVs in customized fields; therefore, informing about diversified issues like
treatment options for pests, market potential of specific crops or the financial viability of advanced
digital machinery in agriculture, is beyond the scope of this research.
4.1. System Architecture
ROS architecture is based on both the publisher-subscriber and the server-client model.
The publisher-subscriber model is implemented using nodes and topics. A node is a distinct active part,
which gathers, computes and transmits data through channels typically called topics. The server-client
model is also based on nodes in order to manage the transmitted data. The communication between
the two node-services is then implemented, as a service analogous to a web service. ROS uses the
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publisher-subscriber model for asynchronous communication and the server-client model for the
synchronous communication between nodes. In order to create an emulated environment in a
user-friendly manner, the AgROS tool is a wrapper that uses:
•
•
•
•
•

the ROS platform;
the Gazebo 3D scenery environment;
the Open Street Maps tool;
several 3D models to represent objects on the agricultural scenery; and
the business logic layer that enables a vehicle’s autonomous movement in the virtual world.

4.2. Workflow
AgROS is a decision support tool that enables the ex-ante evaluation of robotic technologies in a
3D emulation environment with the digital equivalent to a real-world agricultural environment
being captured through a geographic information system. In particular, AgROS can emulate
the actual field landscape enriched with real-world objects like: (i) trees; (ii) bushes; (iii) grass;
(iv) static obstacles (e.g., rocks, sheds); and (v) dynamic objects that include other robot models that
simultaneously perform agricultural activities. Furthermore, AgROS provides high customization
possibilities by allowing the user to capture an infinite number of field operational conditions like
geomorphological terrain characteristics, physical conditions and lighting levels to further assess
the performance of sensor devices. Overall, AgROS enables the emulation of a realistic agricultural
environment in a defined geographical location for modelling and assessing day-to-day farming
operations with high accuracy. Agricultural robots could then be simulated to autonomously navigate
within the emulated environment based on programmable deterministic or stochastic algorithms to
perform precision farming activities. The stepwise workflow enabled by AgROS, divided in three
subprocess—landscape creation; model library; routing algorithms—to emulate the environment and
operations
in a user-friendly manner, is depicted in Figure 3.
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4.3. Graphical User Interface
The graphical user interface in AgROS is developed in Qt, an open source widget toolkit that
allows the development of graphical user interfaces on various software platforms. The native language
of Qt enables shell script manipulation and uses native C++-based ROS programming. The developed
AgROS farm management emulation-based tool is able to execute ROS commands directly from
the graphical user interface to gradually represent all the components of a customized agricultural
environment. In order to develop a robust emulation model of agricultural activities the user has to
follow a stepwise procedure, namely:
•
•
•
•
•

Step 1 – create a ROS compatible executable file (or edit an existing one);
Step 2 – create a 2D or 3D simulation environment using QGIS, an open source geographic
information system tool (field landscape);
Step 3 – enrich the field by virtually planting trees and placing UGVs;
Step 4 – explore the field in Gazebo’s simulation environment using routing and object recognition
algorithms; and
Step 5 – execute the final simulation based on the ROS backend.

The graphical user interface of AgROS, illustrated in Figure 4, allows: (i) creation of a new model
by typing a preferred AgROS filename; (ii) selection between a 2D or a 3D simulation map; (iii) import
of 3D models of agricultural entities (e.g., trees), obstacles and UGVs for enriching the emulated
environment;
(iv)
execution
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AgROS enables the emulation of agricultural activities in either a simple landscape (flat layout)
AgROS enables the emulation of agricultural activities in either a simple landscape (flat layout)
or in a 3D (real-world layout) landscape with geomorphological characteristics. The user, optionally,
or in a 3D (real-world layout) landscape with geomorphological characteristics. The user, optionally,
can insert models (e.g., plant trees and dynamic objects like vehicles) and finally import the simulated
can insert models (e.g., plant trees and dynamic objects like vehicles) and finally import the simulated
environment to the Gazebo software for performing emulations. The graphical user interface of the
environment to the Gazebo software for performing emulations. The graphical user interface of the
AgROS enables the user to: (i) insert a flat landscape (Figure 5a); (ii) insert a 3D landscape (Figure 5b);
AgROS enables the user to: (i) insert a flat landscape (Figure 5a); (ii) insert a 3D landscape (Figure
(iii) import agricultural models (e.g., trees) (Figure 5c); and (d) emulate the integrated field environment
5b); (iii) import agricultural models (e.g., trees) (Figure 5c); and (d) emulate the integrated field
(Figure 5d). In particular, the AgROS graphical user interface provides the “Orchard Tool” option that
environment (Figure 5d). In particular, the AgROS graphical user interface provides the “Orchard
allows a user to develop a customized field by importing different emulated models of orchard trees.
Tool” option that allows a user to develop a customized field by importing different emulated models
of orchard trees. In this regard, AgROS allows users to: (i) select the “Orchard Tool”; (ii) define the
position of each tree; (iii) use computer input devices to import trees or use the embedded automatic
plantation mode enabled through specifying orchard row width, row number, trees’ spacing and
initial point at the map; and (iv) save the final world file. As a last step, the user selects to “Execute
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environment (Figure 5d). In particular, the AgROS graphical user interface provides the “Orchard
Tool” option that allows a user to develop a customized field by importing different emulated models
In this regard, AgROS allows users to: (i) select the “Orchard Tool”; (ii) define the position of each
of orchard trees. In this regard, AgROS allows users to: (i) select the “Orchard Tool”; (ii) define the
tree; (iii) use computer input devices to import trees or use the embedded automatic plantation mode
position of each tree; (iii) use computer input devices to import trees or use the embedded automatic
enabled through specifying orchard row width, row number, trees’ spacing and initial point at the
plantation mode enabled through specifying orchard row width, row number, trees’ spacing and
map; and (iv) save the final world file. As a last step, the user selects to “Execute AgROS environment”
initial point at the map; and (iv) save the final world file. As a last step, the user selects to “Execute
to run the emulation.
AgROS environment” to run the emulation.

Figure 5. Functionalities of the AgROS graphical user interface: (a) insert a flat landscape; (b) insert a 3D
landscape; (c) import agricultural models (e.g., trees); and (d) emulate the integrated field environment.

4.3.1. Field Layout Environment
The realistic 3D landscape is directly selected from QGIS. QGIS is able to create, edit and visualize
geospatial information on several operating systems and can be used for reading and editing Open
Street Maps data that include information regarding GPS data, aerial photography or even local
knowledge. Another useful format is DEM, a raster file that allows the representation of the actual
terrain including hills hade, slope and aspect information in the QGIS tool. Figure 6 illustrates the
process of creating a 3D landscape in AgROS through using the tool’s graphical user interface and the
QGIS tool, up to the point of importing the .png format grayscale depth file to the Gazebo software.
Following the creation of the 3D landscape of a targeted field, the user can import emulation
models of agricultural objects (e.g., trees) at selected positions. The technical challenge is to plant a tree
model at the proper z scale according to the 3D landscape. The AgROS tool automatically corrects the
planting position along the z-axis by using the geometry of the 3D landscape (Figure 7). The correction
process starts from processing the values of the .png format grayscale depth file to explore the z-values
considering that the grayscale value of each pixel at the .png format file corresponds to the z-value of
the pixels. After identifying the highest (h1, max z-value) and the lowest (h2, min z-value) z-values, the
total height of the landscape can be calculated (h, model height) along with the field’s typical slope (λ).
The field slope is empirically recovered using the field’s dimensions in the Gazebo model. This process
enables the calculation of the z-value of a given pixel, from the grayscale value of the corresponding
pixel at the depth file, and is used for the plantation of tree models to the final planting position (x,y,z).
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map and the corresponding recorded coordinates. The routing algorithm explores the rows of the
orchard field in order to cover the entire free area of the field by traversing the inter-tree rows (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Dynamic area coverage by the UGV in AgROS.
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4.4. Real-World Implementation
4.4. Real-World Implementation
In the AgROS emulation environment the model of an experimental four-driving-wheels
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5. Conclusions
5. Conclusions
The future of agriculture heavily lays on technology and this is also supported by labour shortages,
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shortages, especially at harsh agricultural operations. Advanced and intelligent technologies have to
become part of a farmer’s toolbox and support every-day farming operations, potentially in a 24/7
basis. Agricultural environments are usually complex and unstructured, while they are characterized
by challenging landscapes under various weather conditions. The direct introduction and application
of autonomous vehicles in physical fields could be challenging in case such systems are not
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part of a farmer’s toolbox and support every-day farming operations, potentially in a 24/7 basis.
Agricultural environments are usually complex and unstructured, while they are characterized by
challenging landscapes under various weather conditions. The direct introduction and application of
autonomous vehicles in physical fields could be challenging in case such systems are not adequately
tested at a cyber level with regard to undertaking heavy-duty farming activities. The proposed AgROS
tool is targeted to address these challenges by providing a platform for emulating the functional
capabilities and performance of real-world intelligent machinery in physical fields. The ex-ante system
performance assessment could foster the upscaled deployment of robotized operations.
In order to support farmers in the transition towards the digital era in agriculture, this research
grounded two research questions and applied alternative methodologies in an attempt to effectively
address them. In particular, to tackle Research Question #1, we discussed farmers’ characteristics
that hinder the adoption of intelligent systems in farming operations. In addition, we referred to the
myopic focus of existing software tools on technical and mechanical aspects of agricultural machinery.
Thereafter, we provided a critical taxonomy of extant studies along three axes, namely: (i) analysis
approach; (ii) farming operation; and (iii) farming type. The taxonomy illustrates the limited scope
of existing research efforts; studies consider the application of software tools on generic field layouts
and tend to neglect the customized needs of farmers. Moreover, in response to Research Question #2,
we devised and analytically described the subprocess that underpins AgROS—landscape creation;
model library; routing algorithms—along with the functionalities of a recommended graphical user
interface. The aforementioned processes are necessary to emulate an agricultural environment and
enable farmers to effectively introduce advanced robotic technologies in real-world field operations.
5.1. Scientific Implications
AgROS enables scenery analysis enabled by the employment of place and object recognition
techniques and algorithms. At a greater extent, the capability of AgROS to generate topological maps of
customized fields and organize the emulated agricultural environment in an abstract manner, to enable
a UGV’s autonomous navigation and sensor-driven task-planning capabilities, methodologically
contributes to the field of robotics [64]. In the digitalization discourse, AgROS allows context-aware
robot navigation enabled by sensors, thus allowing the realization of “digital twins” in agriculture.
The backbone of AgROS integrates into a user-friendly emulation tool: (i) a real-world elevation model
via an automated process; (ii) an agri-environment (e.g., plants, orchard trees, etc.) to an elevation
model; (iii) a range of UGVs in the emulated agricultural environment; and (iv) a collection of routing
algorithms for the autonomous navigation of UGVs in the emulated operational setting.
5.2. Practical Implications
AgROS is a farm management emulation tool, based on ROS, that aims to enable farmers to
effectively introduce advanced technologies in real-world field operations. The developed AgROS
emulation tool could be used by farmers in order to explore and assess the use of agricultural robotic
systems on customized fields. More specifically, the tool allows farmers to: (i) select their actual field
from a map layout; (ii) import the landscape of the field to create an emulation equivalent; (iii) add
characteristics of the actual agricultural layout (e.g., trees, static objects); (iv) select an agricultural robot
(e.g., from a predefined list of commercially available systems) to import at the emulated environment;
and (iv) test the robot’s performance in a quasi-real-world environment.
All the implemented algorithms and modules of the emulated robot systems are compatible with
commercial real-world hardware equivalents and can even be deployed to custom real-world robots.
Any modifications, both at the field layout and at the selected routing algorithms, directly impact
the output of the system and provide valuable feedback to the farmer, prior to proceeding to any
cost-intensive actual field tests and applications.
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5.3. Limitations
In conducting this research, some limitations exist which provide interesting grounds for exploring
further research horizons and expanding the practical contributions of AgROS. Firstly, emulation
modules of AgROS have been introduced to an experimental four-driving-wheels four-steering-wheels
electric-powered field robot for initial testing, as described in Section 4.4. However, a detailed
experimental protocol to compare the resulting efficiency and performance of robot navigation or field
mapping activities, obtained by both the emulation tool and a real-world equivalent implementation,
is still in design. Secondly, AgROS is in a perpetual beta stage of development and inherently
incorporates limited technical features from a soil science perspective. For example, along with the
field slope, field soil conditions and composition could also significantly affect the traversability of a
real-world ground vehicle.
5.4. Future Research
Regarding future research directions, we are planning to deploy an extensive experimentation
of AgROS and engage farmers to both familiarize them with digital technologies and receive actual
feedback and constructive remarks about the effectiveness and efficiency of the tool. Incorporating
feedback from farmers could guide the technical development of AgROS and enrich the tool with
further modules. We envision to position the tool as a “digital twin” paradigm in agriculture for
enabling predictive emulation of UGVs in field operations to assist in: (i) deriving operational
scheduling and planning programs for agricultural activities performed by robots [65]; (ii) informing
evidence-based implementation scenarios for agricultural operations with economic, environmental
and social sustainability benefits for agrifood supply chain stakeholders [66]; and (iii) empowering
farmers in the forthcoming landscape of digitalization in the agri-food sector [67].
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